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Interaction of Uranyl with Calcite in
the Presence of EDTA

considerations allow this observed U(VI) surface complex
to occur both at step sites (〈4h41〉_ and 〈481h〉_) and on
terrace areas adjacent to Ca vacancies.
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Adsorption of uranyl at the surface of calcite was
investigated by using batch sorption experiments and
synchrotron X-ray standing wave (XSW) measurements.
Aqueous solutions containing 236U(VI) (4.5 × 10-7 to 1.0 ×
10-4 M) and EDTA (5.0 × 10-7 to 1.1 × 10-4 M) were
reacted for 90 s to 60 min with freshly cleaved calcite (104)
surfaces and calcite powders. Surface exchange
coefficients, sorption kinetics, and influence of powder
surface area/solution volume (SA/V) ratio were investigated
by R-counting of 236U. Powder sorption results at SA/V
) 870 cm2/mL fit a Freundlich isotherm [log [U]surface (in
monolayers) ) log K + n log [U]aq (in moles/L)], where K
) 1.9 ( 0.5 and n ) 0.9 ( 0.1, consistent with uptake
of U(VI) by a specific surface reaction where the availability
of sorption sites is nonlimiting in the U concentration
range measured. Measured U(VI) coverages along this
isotherm, based on the calcite (104) surface Ca site density,
ranged from 0.04% to 5.4% of a monolayer. Steady state
surface coverages were obtained within 90 s. Sorption of
U(VI) on calcite (104) single-crystal cleavage surfaces
using identical solutions yielded higher coverages, because
of increased step density induced by dissolution at the
relatively low SA/V ratio (∼1) of these measurements. The
crystallographic location of the sorbed U(VI) was examined
with the synchrotron XSW technique. Measurements
were performed at the Advanced Photon Source on fresh
calcite (104) cleavage surfaces reacted for 90 s with
U(VI) solutions. Coherent fractions for sorbed U ranged
from 0.14 to 0.62, and the mean value of the U coherent
position was 0.84 ( 0.02. This position was independent of
dissolved U(VI) concentration and corresponds to a
distance between the U atom and the calcite (104) plane
of 2.55 ( 0.06 Å. These results are consistent with U(VI)
adsorption at the calcite surface as an inner-sphere uranylcarbonate surface complex bonded with the outer oxygen
atom(s) of a single surface carbonate group. Steric
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Characterization of radionuclide mobility in the environment
is a major goal of applied geochemistry. Uranium(VI) mobility
in oxic surface waters and groundwaters is strongly enhanced
by the formation of stable uranyl-carbonate complexes (1,
2). The formation of these uranyl-carbonate complexes is
controlled by pH and CO2 partial pressure, and in most
bicarbonate groundwaters the dominant species of U(VI)
are uranyl-carbonate anions. Experimental studies of U(VI)
adsorption have been performed with various solids including
quartz, R-alumina, clinoptilolite, amorphous silica, hydrous
Fe-oxides, clays, and gels (3-22). Froideval et al. (22) reviewed
literature about U(VI) surface complexation. In most cases,
U(VI) sorption involves mononuclear bidentate surface
compexation. However, Chisholm-Brause et al. (19) and
Sylwester et al. (18) showed that outer-sphere U(VI) complexes may coexist in some cases. The pH dependence of
U(VI) sorption on these materials is generally similar,
suggesting that U(VI) sorption is not as sensitive to the surface
charge characteristics of the sorbent as it is to the effective
surface area (13). Among these minerals, Fe-oxides are
believed to be of particular importance, due to their high
sorptive capacities for U (6, 8). However, several studies show
that the complexation of uranium with dissolved carbonate
significantly decreases U(VI) adsorption onto Fe-oxides (4,
8, 9, 11, 16, 17). In natural CO2-rich groundwater systems, it
has been shown that up to 90% of the initial U(VI) can remain
in the water, despite the precipitation of iron hydroxides
and calcite (23). Predictions of U(VI) interaction with mineral
surfaces are complicated by the fact that U(VI) does not exist
as a free metal ion in aqueous environments but develops
strong covalent bonds with two oxygen atoms, forming the
linear uranyl moiety UO22+.
Few studies have addressed the sorptive and coprecipitative behavior of U(VI) with respect to carbonate minerals
(24-30). Calcite is a ubiquitous component of sediments
both in freshwater and marine environments, in which
uranium can be efficiently trapped over at least several
hundreds of thousands of years as evidenced by U-series age
determinations (31). Most previous studies of the interaction
of uranium with calcite involved macroscopic measurements
on powder experiments, generating useful information about
thermodynamic parameters. However, a comprehensive
atomic-scale view of the U(VI) binding mechanism with the
calcite surface is still lacking. Because of advances in analytical
methods, in-situ synchrotron techniques are now suitable
for this purpose. For instance, recent work of R. J. Reeder
and colleagues (28-30) addressed mechanisms of U(VI)
uptake by coprecipitation with and adsorption to calcite,
using X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) and luminescence spectroscopy. Geipel et al. (32) used XAFS and timeresolved laser induction fluorescence spectroscopy to investigate the interaction of uranyl solutions with calcite.
Sturchio et al. (33) used XAFS and X-ray fluorescence
microprobe to demonstrate that tetravalent U substitutes
for Ca in a 35 million-year-old calcite, and Kelly et al. (34)
used the same techniques to show that hexavalent U
substitutes for Ca in a late Pleistocene calcite.
We investigated U(VI) sorption onto the calcite (104)
cleavage surface using batch sorption experiments, R-spec10.1021/es049847b CCC: $27.50
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TABLE 1. Formation Constantsc of U(VI) Species Used in the Calculation of the Uranyl Speciation

a

reaction

Log β°

ref

UO22+ + H2O T UO2OH+ + H+
UO22+ + 2H2O T UO2(OH)20 + 2H+
UO22+ + 3H2O T UO2(OH)3- + 3H+
UO22+ + 4H2O T UO2(OH)42- + 4H+
2UO22+ + 2H2O T (UO2)2(OH)22+ + 2H+
2UO22+ + H2O T (UO2)2OH3+ + H+
3UO22+ + 5H2O T (UO2)3(OH)5+ + 5H+
3UO22+ + 4H2O T (UO2)3(OH)42+ + 4H+
3UO22+ + 7H2O T (UO2)3(OH)7- + 7H+
4UO22+ + 7H2O T (UO2)4(OH)7+ + 7H+
UO22+ + HEDTA3- T UO2HEDTA2UO22+ + EDTA4- T (UO2)2EDTA0
2UO22+ + 2EDTA4- T (UO2 )2(EDTA)242UO22+ + EDTA4- + H2O T (UO2 )2(OH)(EDTA)- + H+
4UO22+ + 2EDTA4- + 4H2O T (UO2 )4 (OH)4(EDTA)24- + 4H+
6UO22+ + 3EDTA4- + 4H2O T (UO2 )6 (OH)4(EDTA)34- + 4H+
UO22+ + NO3- T UO2NO3+
UO22+ + CO32- T UO2CO30
UO22+ + 2CO32- T UO2(CO3)22UO22+ + 3CO32- T UO2(CO3)34UO22+ + 3CO32- + Ca2+ T UO2(CO3)3Ca2UO22+ + 3CO32- + 2Ca2+ T UO2(CO3)3Ca20

-5.2
-11.5
-19.74
-33
-5.62
-2.7
-15.55
-11.9
-31.0
-21.9
7.4a
17.87a
26.77b
13.06b
15.34b
34.3b
0.29
9.68
16.94
21.60
25.4 f
30.55 f

( 2)
(43)
(44)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
(45)
(45)
(45)
(45)
(45)
(45)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
(46)
(46)

I ) 0.1 M. b I ) 1 M. c At 25 °C and I ) 0, except where specified otherwise.

trometry, and synchrotron X-ray standing wave (XSW)
measurements. The objective of these experiments was to
define the mode of sorption as well as to constrain the
molecular structure of uranyl species on calcite in the
presence of ethylenediamminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). This
organic chelating ligand is a common constituent of liquid
nuclear waste streams (35-37), e.g. in the vicinity of highlevel nuclear waste storage tanks near Richland, Washington
(38), and U released to the environment with such waste
may thus be associated with EDTA and other organic
complexants. In addition, EDTA is also a widespread
contaminant of surface water and groundwater because of
its common use in industry and agriculture (39). The
interaction of U(VI) with organic complexants, whether
synthetic or naturally occurring, may significantly influence
U transport behavior in the environment (40, 41).

Experimental Section
Sorption Experiments. Batch sorption experiments were
conducted at room temperature (23 ( 1 °C). Various U(VI)
solutions were reacted with two sorbents: (1) reagent calcite
powder and (2) freshly cleaved crystals of natural spar calcite.
Solutions. Uranium(VI) stock solution was obtained by
dissolution of a 236U nitrate salt [UO2(NO3)2‚6H2O] in a
Na2EDTA aqueous solution to yield a solution of 1.0 × 10-4
M U and 1.1 × 10-4 M EDTA. The presence of EDTA ensures
undersaturation with U(VI) solid phases. Experimental
solutions of lower concentration were prepared by dilution
of the stock solution with deionized water. No additional
background electrolyte or pH buffer was used. The ionic
strength in all solutions was lower than 0.001 M.
Calculation of aqueous U speciation was performed using
the MINTEQA2 3.11 code (42). Thermodynamic data for
aqueous uranyl species were supplemented or replaced with
those listed in Table 1. Constants of EDTA deprotonation
and Ca-EDTA complexation were taken from ref 45.
Solubility constants of U-bearing solid phases were adjusted
to be consistent with the NEA database (2). The solubility
constant of “amorphous” schoepite from ref 47 was also
added to the database. Activity coefficients were calculated
using the Davies equation.
Calculations of U speciation in the initial solutions,
assuming atmospheric PCO2, show that 32% to 84% of U was

complexed with EDTA, the remainder being uranyl-hydroxyl
or uranyl-carbonate complexes and uranyl ions. All the
U-bearing solid phases in the database of MINTEQA2,
including schoepite ((UO2)8O2(OH)12‚12(H2O)), amorphous
schoepite, β-UO2(OH)2, and rutherfordine (UO2CO3), were
undersaturated in these solutions. Saturation indices of these
phases ranged from -0.4 to -4.5, from -1.3 to -5.6, from
-0.5 to -4.8, and from -2.8 to -9.7, respectively. For some
of these U(VI) solutions, similar pH and PCO2 conditions in
the absence of dissolved EDTA would have caused schoepite
saturation (SI ≈ 0 instead of -0.4).
Sorption on Calcite Powder. Reagent CaCO3 powder
(Merck) was prepared by stirring it magnetically in deionized
water (pH ∼ 6) for several days and then rinsing and decanting
it several times with fresh deionized water to remove smaller
particles. The powder was then dried at 110 °C and stored
in a closed container. The initial surface area of the calcite
powder (after outgassing at 100 °C for 16 h) was 0.87 m2/g
as determined from an eight-point N2-B.E.T adsorption
isotherm, by using an automated Quantachrome Corp.
Autosorb-6 analyzer.
Batch experiments on the prepared calcite powder were
conducted by reacting, in polypropylene centrifuge tubes,
about 0.5 g of powder with various volumes of U(VI) solutions
(so that the solid mass to solution volume ratio ranged from
0.025 to 0.2 g/mL) in which U(VI) initial concentrations
ranged from 4.5 × 10-7 to 1.0 × 10-4 M. The centrifuge tubes
were loosely capped, and the mixtures were stirred using a
gyratory shaker. Reaction times ranged from 90 s to 60 min.
Within the desired reaction time, the samples were centrifuged; the supernatant solution was then withdrawn, and
the calcite powder was rinsed twice with 10-20 mL of
methanol to eliminate any residual solution trapped within
the powder.
We verified that rinsing with methanol removes residual
solution from calcite powder without desorbing the U(VI)
species. Aliquots of the same powder subjected to multiple
rinses with methanol (accomplished by shaking the methanol-calcite mixture, then centrifuging it briefly, and pouring
off the methanol supernate) showed that no change of the
amount of 236U in the powder occurred after two rinses. A
separate test was performed with a 137Cs solution (adjusted
to pH∼8 with NH4OH), using the same procedure and the
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same calcite powder. In this range of pH, Cs is known to
show negligible adsorption onto calcite (48), so any 137Cs
activity detected in the calcite powder would have implied
trapping of interstital solution within the powder. The activity
of 137Cs in the initial and final solutions, in the reacted powder,
and in the methanol rinse was directly measured by gamma
spectrometry using a high efficiency coaxial HP-Ge detector.
Results showed that a negligible amount of 137Cs (, 1%) was
detected in the calcite powder, demonstrating the efficient
removal of solution from the powder after two rinses with
methanol.
The 236U activity sorbed on the calcite powder was
determined using isotope dilution R-spectrometry. The
calcite powder was dissolved in nitric acid, spiked with a
known activity of 238U, and U was chemically purified using
anion chromatography on AG1-X8 ion-exchange resin followed by electrodeposition of U onto polished stainless steel
disks for alpha spectrometry. Each sample was counted for
a time sufficient to achieve 1σ relative error of (1.5% or
better. The initial bulk concentration of U in the reagent
calcite was 0.04 mg/kg; therefore, corrections to the 238U spike
activity used in determination of sorbed 236U were negligible
(<0.03%).
The pH of each experimental solution was measured
before and after reaction by using an Orion pH meter with
a combination electrode calibrated with NIST-traceable pH
buffers. Initial pH values ranged from 4.4 to 5.8, and final pH
values ranged from 10.3 to 10.7.
Sorption on Calcite Single Crystals. Sorption of U(VI) on
calcite (104) cleavage surfaces was investigated. The calcite
samples were cut from large, natural optical-quality Brazilian
spar crystals and were cleaved immediately prior to reaction
with 236U(VI) solutions. Adsorption time was controlled by
allowing several drops of the solution to react with the crystal
surface for 90 s, after which the surface was rinsed with a jet
of methanol. Activities of 236U sorbed onto the crystal surfaces
were determined by direct R-counting of the cleavage surfaces
with an Al foil mask controlling the exposed surface area. For
each solution 236U(VI) concentration, two or three replicate
crystals were measured. Because of the low calcite surface
areas involved in the single-crystal experiments relative to
the powders, a small number of 236U atoms sorbed onto these
samples, resulting in relatively large 1-σ counting errors
((10-20%). The bulk concentration of U in the calcite used
for these experiments was 0.013 mg/kg.
Coverage Calculations. For the powder experiments, the
measured surface area (S ) 0.87 m2/g) was used for the
calculation of the U coverage, ΘU, as given by

ΘU )

[U]s × N
S × 5.04 × 1014

(1)

where [U]s is the amount of sorbed U(VI) on the calcite (in
moles per unit mass of powder), N is Avogadro’s number
(6.02 × 1023), and 5.04 × 1014 is the number of Ca sites per
cm2 of the calcite (104) surface. For single crystals, in the
absence of surface roughness measurements, we assumed
a roughness factor of 1.2 to estimate the specific surface area
(49) of our cleavage surfaces and thus the U(VI) coverage.
This approximation may influence the comparison between
single-crystal and powder sorption data but not the comparison between single-crystal results. Coverage is expressed
in terms of monolayer fraction (where 1 monolayer ) 5.04
× 1014 U atoms/cm2).
X-ray Standing Wave (XSW) Techniques and Measurements. Sample Preparation. Five calcite (104) surfaces were
cleaved and reacted with 236U(VI) solutions for XSW measurements, following the same procedure as described above.
Dissolved 236U(VI) concentrations were 5.0 × 10-5, 9.8 × 10-5,
and 1.3 × 10-4 mol/L. The crystals were positioned on a
5080
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Kel-F sample cell inside a thin Kapton bag flushed with highpurity He gas for the duration of the XSW measurements.
Measurements of U L-R fluorescence and Bragg reflectivity
were made while scanning the sample angle through the
calcite (104) Bragg reflection.
XSW Data Acquisition and Analysis. The X-ray standing
wave technique, using Bragg reflections from bulk crystals,
was reviewed recently (50). It has been applied to study trace
elements in bulk calcite, at the calcite (104) surface, and at
the rutile (110) surface (51-58). The fluorescent yield, Y(θ),
from a specific element varies as a function of the angle θ
according to the following equation

Y(θ) ) Yob[1 + R(θ) + 2xR(θ)f(hkl)cos(ν(θ) - 2πP(hkl))]
(2)
where R(θ) is the reflectivity of the particular Bragg peak, Yob
is the off-Bragg fluorescence, and ν(θ) is the variation of the
XSW phase as a function of the sample angle, θ. The coherent
position, P(hkl), and the coherent fraction, f(hkl), of the
fluorescent atom are two model-independent parameters
representing the ion distribution and ranging in value from
0 to 1. The former corresponds to the ∆d/d fractional position
relative to the (hkl) diffraction plane of the crystal lattice,
whereas the latter measures the static and the dynamic spread
of the atomic distribution. These two parameters are obtained
from a χ2 fit of eq 2 to the XSW data. Uncertainties in P(hkl)
and f(hkl) are typically smaller than (0.02 and are derived on
the basis of counting statistics and a sensitivity analysis of
the fitting procedure.
X-ray standing wave measurements of reacted calcite (104)
cleavage surfaces were conducted at the undulator beamline
12-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source during two separate
runs in which the incident photon energies, selected by a
double-bounce Si(111) monochromator, were 27.2 and 17.8
keV, respectively. The U-LR fluorescence emission line at
13.6 keV was monitored using a Si(Li) solid-state detector
with an energy resolution of ∼250 eV, and the Bragg
reflectivity was measured using an ion chamber. The
fluorescence signal of the Sr-KR line at 14.1 keV (from Sr in
the bulk calcite) was minimized using detector slits to control
the exit angle of the fluorescent radiation to increase the
surface sensitivity and reduce spectral interference with U.
The fluorescence signal from U was small, thus a large number
of scans (between 200 and 800 scans, total duration of 3 to
13 h) were required to obtain good precision. While a number
of measurements of U fluorescence modulation were made
successfully at the (104) Bragg reflection, attempts using the
(006) reflection were unsuccessful because of the much higher
Sr fluorescence signal in that geometry.
AFM Images. Images of a representative calcite (104)
cleavage surface before and after reaction with a dilute EDTA
solution (with no added U) were obtained by tapping-mode
atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Digital Nanoscope
IIIa Scanning Probe Microscope with a flow-through fluid
cell. Images were recorded in deionized water and in 0.12
mM EDTA solution following a reaction time of 1 min. The
most concentrated experimental solution used in our experiments was 0.11 mM EDTA; therefore, the AFM image
collected after 1 min of reaction may represent the maximum
effect of our experimental solutions on the calcite (104)
surface. Using image-analysis software, we estimated that
the total step density increased by about 80% after reaction
with 0.12 mM EDTA.

Results
Batch Sorption Experiments. Speciation of Dissolved U(VI).
The final pH values of the solutions were consistently around
10.5. This value is too high for a calcite solution in equilibrium

FIGURE 1. AFM images of the calcite (104) cleavage surface in
contact with (a) deionized water and (b) after 1 min contact with
0.12 mM EDTA solution.

FIGURE 2. Predicted U speciation of experimental solutions as a
function of the amount of calcite dissolved (individual species at
pH < 6 left out for clarity): (a) U(VI) speciation (total U(VI)
concentration ) 4.5 × 10-6 M) where CaxUO2(CO3)32x-4 represents
the abundance of Ca2UO2(CO3)30 + CaUO2(CO3)32- species; (b)
speciation of EDTA complexes (total EDTA concentration ) 5.8 ×
10-6 M) and saturation index (SI) of calcite.
with atmospheric CO2, indicating that equilibration of
solutions with atmospheric CO2 was not achieved during the
90 s to 60 min durations of the experiments, perhaps because
of the slow kinetics of the CO2 conversion into HCO3- and
H+ (59) and the slow transfer of atmospheric CO2 to solution.
Reaction with the initial calcite-undersaturated EDTAbearing U(VI) solutions caused dissolution of the calcite
surface (Figure 1) along with pH increases and changes in
U(VI) speciation.
A model of the change in speciation of one of the
experimental solutions (4.5 × 10-6 M U(VI)), simulated with
MINTEQA2 by adding Ca2+ and CO32- in equimolar proportion to the initial solution until reaching pH 10.4, is shown
in Figure 2a. As the pH increases from the initial value of 5.2
to about 5.9, the dominant U(VI) species are uranyl-EDTA
species; between pH 5.9 and 9.9 the dominant U(VI) species
are hydroxyl species; and above pH 9.6 the dominant U(VI)
species are the uranyl-carbonate species CaUO2(CO3)32- and
Ca2UO2(CO3)30. Calcite remains undersaturated until pH 10
is reached. Analogous calculations for the other experimental
solutions produced similar end results. The total amount of
calcite dissolved, based on these calculations, ranges from

FIGURE 3. Influence of the SA/V ratio on U(VI) sorption on calcite
powder. Reaction time ) 90 s, U(VI) concentration in solution )
4.5 × 10-6 M.
about 0.3 to 6.0 monolayers equivalent for the powder
experiments.
Influence of Dissolved EDTA on the Calcite Dissolution
Rate. The model used to simulate calcite dissolution also
allows prediction of EDTA speciation. The evolution of the
complexation of EDTA4- with Ca2+ ions liberated during
calcite dissolution and the corresponding saturation index
(SI) of the solution with respect to calcite are shown in Figure
2b. The model predicts that all dissolved EDTA was complexed with Ca2+ well before the end of the dissolution. CaEDTA complexes represent 100% of dissolved EDTA at the
point when 3 × 10-5 mol/L of calcite has dissolved, whereas
the model predicts that 100 × 10-5 mol/L of calcite must
dissolve to reach the final measured pH ) 10.4. At the point
where all of the EDTA is complexed with Ca, the solution
remains undersaturated with calcite.
EDTA has been shown to increase the rate of dissolution
of calcite; surface complexation of EDTA with Ca ions of the
mineral surface produces a weakening of the bonds between
calcium and carbonate, resulting in desorption of the CaEDTA complex and the carbonate products (60). This
mechanism is expected to proceed only when the EDTA is
not completely saturated with Ca2+. Moreover, Fredd and
Fogler (60) show that at low EDTA concentration (i.e. 10-3
M), this chelation reaction is limited, and calcite dissolution
is then governed by reactions with water. Friis et al. (61)
observed a linear increase of calcite dissolution rate with
EDTA concentration. This trend allows us to estimate that
in 10-4 M EDTA (the highest concentration used in the present
study), the expected calcite dissolution rate would be only
about twice the rate in DI water.
Sorption Kinetics. Kinetics of U(VI) sorption were investigated by reacting aliquots of a U(VI) solution with aliquots
of calcite powder (at a calcite surface area/solution volume
ratio of 870 cm2/mL) for times ranging from 90 s to 60 min.
The measured U(VI) coverage did not change significantly
during this time, suggesting that a steady state was attained
within 90 s in our experimental system. Previous studies
showed that the initial chemical sorption of heavy metals to
mineral surfaces generally occurs on millisecond time-scales
(62, 63). This initial sorption is often followed by a slower
period of sorption occurring on time scales of days and longer
and generally attributed to interparticle diffusion in pores,
sites of low reactivity, and surface precipitation (64-67).
These long-term processes have been addressed elsewhere
(28-30, 34), and only the initial sorption step, remaining
unclear, was investigated in the present study. How this initial
step may be related to the subsequent incorporation of U(VI)
in bulk calcite is discussed further below.
Surface Area/Volume Effect. The effect of the ratio of
powder surface area to solution volume (SA/V ratio) on the
amount of U(VI) sorption is shown in Figure 3. This set of
experiments was performed with a constant initial U(VI)
solution concentration of 4.5 × 10-6 M, but with varied
amounts of solution reacting with 0.5 g aliquots of calcite
powder for 90 s. The U(VI) coverage decreased from 0.0024
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FIGURE 4. U(VI) sorption isotherm (in terms of U monolayers vs
[U]aq, M) on calcite powder and single crystals. Two or three
replicates were performed for single crystals. Reaction time ) 90
s for both powders and single crystals; SA/V ratio ) 870 cm2/mL
for powders and ∼1 for single crystals. Coherent coverage refers
to single-crystal XSW experiments (see text for explanation). Also
shown are results of ref 26. Dashed line shows Freundlich isotherm
calculated from powder results, which has the form log monolayers
) log K + n log [U]aq, where K ) -1.9 ( 0.5 and n ) 0.9 ( 0.1.
to 0.001 monolayers, as the SA/V ratio increased from 217
to 870 cm2/mL. The coverage remained constant for higher
SA/V ratios (1088 and 1740 cm2/mL).
Sorption Isotherm. The U(VI) coverages on the surfaces
of both calcite powder and single-crystal samples, as a
function of the dissolved U(VI) concentration, are shown in
Figure 4. The SA/V ratio for the powder experiments was 870
cm2/mL, in the range where U(VI) coverage did not change
with respect to SA/V ratio (Figure 3). U(VI) coverages on
these samples ranged from 0.0001 to 0.025 monolayers,
whereas dissolved U(VI) concentration varied from 4.2 ×
10-7 to 9.4 × 10-5 M. These results are well fit by a Freundlich
isotherm, using the following equation: [U]s ) K × [U]aqn,
where [U]s and [U]aq are the U(VI) concentration sorbed on
calcite (monolayers) and U(VI) concentration (M) in the
solution, respectively, and K and n are constants. Values of
n ) 0.9 ( 0.1 and K ) 1.9 ( 0.5 were determined from our
data (with a regression coefficient R2 ) 0.9898). These values
predict that 1 monolayer coverage would be obtained at [U]aq
) 7.7 × 10-3 M. Similar Freundlich sorption behavior was
observed for U(VI) sorption onto quartz (13) and montmorillonite (20).
Data from experiments performed with higher dissolved
U(VI) concentrations by Carroll and Bruno (26) are also shown
for comparison in Figure 4. These values were measured
under atmospheric pCO2 conditions, but with pH and SA/V
ratios (pH ) 7.2-7.5 and SA/V ) 67 cm2/mL) different from
those in our experiments. No effect of the SA/V difference
between the two sets of data is expected. Our calculated
speciation of dissolved U(VI) showed predominance of
uranyl-carbonate species for both studies. The similar trend
between Carroll and Bruno’s (26) data and our results
confirms Freundlich isotherm behavior over a broad range
in U(VI) concentration and demonstrates the pH independence of the U(VI) coverage within the stability range of the
uranyl-carbonate complexes.
Sorption of U(VI) on calcite single crystals was consistently
higher than that on calcite powder, with U(VI) coverages on
the single crystals ranging from 0.0008 to 0.43 monolayer.
One or more replicates were measured for each U(VI) solution
concentration, showing good agreement in U(VI) coverage
estimates of powders and single crystals for low dissolved
U(VI) concentrations but significant discrepancies for samples
reacted with 2.1 × 10-5 M and higher U(VI) solution
concentrations. The higher coverage on the crystals may
result from the relatively small SA/V ratio of the single-crystal
experiments (∼1 cm2/mL) compared to that of the powder
experiments (217 to 870 cm2/mL). Experimental results for
5082
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FIGURE 5. X-ray standing wave data for calcite (104) cleavage
surface reacted with solution containing 5.0 × 10-5 M U(VI), showing
angular dependence of the experimental U-Lr fluorescence yield
Y(θ) (normalized to unity for off-Bragg angles, closed circles) and
the X-ray reflectivity R(θ) of the calcite (104) reflection (open circles).
Numerical best-fits to reflectivity (using dynamical diffraction theory)
and fluorescence yield are shown by smooth lines.

TABLE 2. X-ray Standing Wave Results for U(VI) Sorbed to
Calcite (104) Cleavage Surfaces
[236U] aq
(mol/L)

P(104)

f(104)

5.0 × 10-5
5.0 × 10-5
9.8 × 10-5
9.8 × 10-5
1.3 × 10-4

0.83 ( 0.02
0.86 ( 0.02
0.86 ( 0.02
0.83 ( 0.02
0.80 ( 0.02

0.50 ( 0.04
0.62 ( 0.07
0.15 ( 0.04
0.44 ( 0.04
0.37 ( 0.04

ΘTot
ΘCoh
(monolayer) (monolayer)
0.06
0.05
0.43
0.35
n.d.

0.03
0.03
0.06
0.15
n.d.

powders showing the influence of the SA/V ratio on coverage
at fixed U(VI) concentration (Figure 3) can be extrapolated
to higher coverage as SA/V approaches zero. The enhanced
surface roughening in response to the EDTA in the most
concentrated solutions, as evidenced in the AFM images
(Figure 1), may also cause an increase of U(VI) sorption for
the higher U(VI) solution concentrations, consistent with
the observed deviation in coverage between the powder and
single-crystal sorption measurements.
XSW Measurements. Five measurements of sorbed U(VI)
on calcite (104) surfaces were performed with XSW generated
by Bragg reflection from the H)(104) lattice plane. An XSW
scan for a typical sample is shown in Figure 5, along with the
best-fit curve based on eq 2. Results for the five measurements
are summarized in Table 2. The measured coherent position,
PH, ranges from 0.80 to 0.86, has a mean value of 0.84 ( 0.02,
and is independent of the solution composition within the
range of experimental conditions. The coherent fraction, fH,
ranges from 0.15 to 0.62, and the total U coverage Θtot ranges
from 0.05 to 0.43 monolayers. The coherent coverage ΘCoh
is calculated from the total coverage as follows:

ΘCoh ) f(1014) × Θtot

(3)

Therefore, ΘCoh ranges from 0.03 to 0.15 monolayers.
The relatively high values of the coherent fraction for U
indicate that the U is located mostly in a specific crystallographic plane above the calcite (104) surface. If the U were
either randomly distributed or concentrated in separate,

FIGURE 6. Ball-and-stick representation of postulated uranyl-carbonate surface complexes on calcite. Geometries of the two nonequivalent
steps developed along the 〈481h〉 and the 〈4h41〉 directions during calcite dissolution are shown (68). The proposed geometries of U(VI) ternary
carbonato-complexes involving single CO3 groups at either the labeled “-” step sites or the equivalent terrace defect sites are represented.
For clarity, the third CO3 group bound to U(VI) is omitted. To illustrate the slight rotation of the uranyl unit away from the plane of the
page, lengths of the two U-Oax bonds are nonequal. Also shown are oxygens (representing water molecules) bound to surface Ca ions
at 2.50 ( 0.12 Å above the (104) plane, from X-ray reflectivity results of ref 69.
U-rich phases, an apparent random distribution would be
indicated by fH ∼ 0 in the XSW data which is not the observed
case. However, because the coherent fraction is significantly
less than unity, at least some of the U(VI) may occur in a
position other than that specified by the coherent position.
This “incoherent” fraction could be other U(VI) species
adsorbed to the surface or incorporated within the surface.
However, when the coherent fraction equals or exceeds a
value of about 0.4, the U is located mostly in a single plane
as defined by the coherent position (50).
From the mean coherent position of U, the projected
height hH of the U atoms in the [104] direction can be derived
using the following relation: hH ) PH × dH, where dH is the
lattice spacing of the (104) diffraction plane () 3.04 Å in this
case). The mean hH value for U(VI) normal to the (104) lattice
plane is therefore 2.55 ( 0.06 Å. Although the modulo-d
ambiguity of the X-ray standing wave method allows the
position of the U to be integral dH values away from this
position, such as 2.55 + 3.04 Å ) 5.59 Å above the surface
(104) plane, it appears more likely that the uranyl is bound
to the surface in an inner-sphere configuration. We cannot
envision an inner-sphere coordination that would result in
a distance greater than about 3.2 Å between the U(VI) and
the surface (104) plane. Other configurations involving greater
distances, such as an outer-sphere configuration with water
molecules between the U(VI) and the calcite (104) plane,
would be unlikely to yield the observed high values of fH

because of the relatively high disorder of U(VI) in such
configurations.

Discussion
The XSW measurements indicate that the U(VI) is sorbed at
one (or more) fairly well constrained crystallographic site(s)
at the calcite (104) surface under the conditions that we
investigated. If the U(VI) occupies multiple sites, then these
sites must occur mostly within a single plane parallel to calcite
(104) in order to satisfy the constraints of the XSW data. The
significant deviation of the U coherent position from the Ca
coherent position indicates that simple substitution of U(VI)
for Ca2+ at the calcite (104) surface does not explain the results.
Rather, sorption is best explained by surface complexation
of a uranyl-carbonate species via inner-sphere bonding of
U with a surface carbonate group. Elzinga et al. (30) reached
the same conclusion independently from EXAFS and luminescence spectroscopy data.
The possible geometries of uranyl-carbonate surface
complexes that meet the constraints of the XSW data as well
as the steric constraints of the calcite (104) surface structure
are shown schematically in Figure 6. A key constraint on the
U(VI) atom location is the 2.34 to 2.43 Å U-Oeq distance that
is typically observed for five- or six-coordinated U(VI),
respectively, in crystal structures (70). Monodentate coordination of sorbed U(VI) with Osurf atoms is clearly feasible
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because U-Osurf distances within this 2.34-2.43 Å range can
be obtained, with a 2.55 Å distance between the U atom and
the surface (104) plane, by involving only a minor relaxation
of the surface carbonate group. Such relaxations of surface
carbonate groups accompanying incorporation of metal ion
impurities at the calcite (104) surface (e.g., refs 54 and 55)
and within bulk calcite (33, 34, 57, 71) are well documented.
Bidentate coordination of the sorbed U(VI) with a surface
carbonate group is also possible but requires a larger amount
of relaxation of the surface carbonate than does monodentate
coordination; at least two of the carbonate O atoms must lie
above the surface (104) plane to accommodate the 2.55 Å
distance between it and the U(VI) atom while maintaining
the requisite 2.43 Å bidentate U-Oeq distance.
Steric constraints dictate that U(VI) surface complexes
on calcite can form preferentially at the 〈4h 41〉_ and 〈481h 〉_ (or
“-“) step sites, whereas at the “+” step sites the lower Oax
of the uranyl ion impinges on the calcite surface. This
conclusion is consistent with the results of Reeder et al. (29),
who showed that U(VI) is differentially incorporated between
nonequivalent vicinal faces of a growth hillock, reflecting
step-selective incorporation of uranyl species at the 〈4h 41〉_
and 〈481h 〉_ steps. Moreover, this configuration is supported
by bond-strength calculations (72). Using bond-valence
parameters for uranyl coordination with five equatorial
oxygens (70), the expected bond strength of the U-Oeq link
is about 0.5 valence units, assuming a mean U-Oeq distance
of 2.35 Å. The protruding Osurf atoms from the CO3 groups
at the 〈4h 41〉_ and 〈481h 〉_ steps display a vacant charge
approaching 0.66- valence units, significantly more negative
than other Osurf atoms. Preferential formation of U(VI)-Osurf
bonds at the “-” steps is thus favored to achieve local charge
balance, and attachment of a uranyl-carbonate surface
complex at that site is allowed by its open geometry.
Although we have established that the proposed uranylcarbonate surface complex may form at “-” steps, we note
that the step density estimated from the AFM image of EDTAreacted calcite (Figure 1b) is apparently too low to account
for the amount of sorbed U(VI). For example, if the estimated
step density (792 m/cm2, estimated from Figure 1b) was
saturated with sorbed U(VI) at one U atom every 4 Å, then
the maximum surface coverage would be 0.004 monolayers.
Because the steps are probably not saturated with U(VI) and
the step density on calcite reacted under higher surface area/
volume conditions is lower than that portrayed in Figure 1b,
the probable surface coverage of U(VI) that can be accommodated by surface complexation at steps is lower than 0.004
monolayers. The data of Carroll and Bruno (26) imply that
U(VI) adsorption probably takes place on terrace areas given
the high surface coverages (∼0.05 to ∼0.7) measured in that
study. Thus, a second, “unlimited” site may be inferred, as
suggested by the linearity of the Freundlich sorption isotherm
over 4 orders of magnitude range in solution U(VI) concentration (Figure 4). Therefore, it seems that complexation with
Osurf atoms on terraces must be involved to account for the
measured high U(VI) coverages. Because of the steric
constraints discussed above, the only way to accommodate
a uranyl surface complex on a calcite (104) terrace is adjacent
to a Ca vacancy or small etch pit, effectively equivalent to a
short “-” step site (Figure 6). If much of the sorbed U(VI)
occurs as surface complexes adjacent to Ca vacancies, this
could imply the release of one Ca2+ ion for each U(VI) sorbed
atom on a terrace area. This process would result in an
apparent linear relationship between the concentration of
dissolved U(VI) and the amount of dissolved Ca2+, which
could be interpreted within a thermodynamic context as a
surface exchange reaction between UO22+ and Ca2+ (26, 32).
Although we cannot uniquely identify the surface uranyl
species from XSW data, the fact that the dominant aqueous
uranyl species predicted to be present under the conditions
5084
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of the experiments is Ca2UO2(CO3)30 indicates possible
involvement of this species in the adsorption mechanism.
This conclusion is in excellent agreement with another recent
study of uranyl adsorption on calcite at pH 7.4 and 8.3 and
PCO2 of 10-3.5 atm (30), where a uranyl-triscarbonate innersphere surface complex identified by a combination of EXAFS
and luminescence spectroscopy appeared to be the dominant
sorption species at solution U(VI) concentration <500 µM.
The solution speciation of U(VI) was dominated by uranyltriscarbonate species in our experiments as well as those of
ref 30. Ternary uranyl-carbonate surface complexes have
been identified also in a number of studies of uranyl sorption
on amorphous and crystalline Fe-oxides and -oxyhydroxides
(4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 17, 73). Although uranyl-carbonate species
are stable in aqueous solution, they are also commonly
adsorbed to mineral surfaces.
A final question that may be asked is how sorbed U(VI)
may be incorporated within bulk calcite during crystal growth
(28, 29). This is envisioned with reference to Figure 6. The
equatorial plane of the sorbed uranyl complex could rotate
to become parallel to the (104) plane, if the lower Oax atom
displaces a carbonate ion in the underlying calcite (104)
surface. Then calcite could precipitate around the uranyl,
provided another carbonate ion is displaced by the upper
Oax atom in the (104) plane overlying the U(VI) atom. Uranyl
incorporated in this way effectively substitutes for a Ca ion
and is consistent with the model for trace uranyl incorporation in bulk calcite based on the EXAFS data of ref 34.
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